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On Knotted Necklaces of Pearls
HIROSHI MAEHARA AND AI OSHIRO
A knotted necklace of pearls is a necklace whose string forms a nontrivial knot. We assume that all
pearls are balls of the same size, and any two consecutive pearls in a knotted necklace are tangent to each
other. How many pearls are necessary to make a knotted necklace, say a trefoil knot? We show that 15
pearls are sufficient, and that to make a knotted necklace which can be put in the shallowest-possible
show-case (a box with a glass-lid), 16 pearls are necessary and sufficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To make a knotted necklace of pearls, how many pearls are necessary? By a necklace con-
sisting of n pearls, we mean a cyclic sequence of nonoverlapping balls (pearls) B1; B2; : : : ; Bn
in R3 such that for each i D 1; 2; : : : ; n, Bi is tangent to BiC1, where BnC1  B1. The string
of a necklace is the closed polygonal curve consisting of the line-segments each connecting
the centers of a pair of consecutive pearls in the necklace. A necklace is said to form a knot if
its string forms a knot. A knotted necklace is a necklace that forms a nontrivial knot. Then,
how many pearls are necessary to make a knotted necklace? We assume all balls (pearls) have
unit radius. For elementary facts on knot theory, see [1].
The breadth of a necklace is the mimimum distance of a pair of parallel planes between
which the necklace can be inscribed. The following holds.
 For any nontrivial knot K , the minimum breadth of a necklace that forms the knot K is
equal to 2Cp2.
Let us call a necklace flat if its breadth is at most 2Cp2. By the above result, every knot can
be made by a flat necklace. We prove the following.
 Every knotted flat necklace has at least 16 pearls, and the trefoil (see Figure 1) is the
only knot that can be made with 16 pearls.
If we drop the condition on the breadth, we can decrease the number of pearls.
 15 pearls are sufficient to make a trefoil knot. If we allow further that the sizes of the
pearls may be different, then 12 pearls are sufficient to make a trefoil knot.
We conjecture that the above numbers 15 and 12 are the least ones, respectively.
A collection of (linked) necklaces is also said to be flat if it can be inscribed between a pair
of parallel planes distance 2Cp2 apart. For k  2, the k-chain is a k-component-link shown
in Figure 1. We have the following.
 To make a flat collection of necklaces forming a k-chain, 8k − 4 pearls are necessary
and sufficient.
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Trefoil 4-chain
FIGURE 1.
2. THE MINIMUM BREADTH
The breadth of a necklace is the minimum distance of a pair of parallel planes between which
the necklace can be inscribed. Suppose that a knotted necklace has breadth d < 4, and let H ; H
be a pair of parallel planes holding the necklace with distance d apart. Project the string of
the necklace orthogonally into one of the planes, say into H . The resulting (self-intersecting)
closed polygonal curve on H is called the diagram of the necklace. The projection of the
centers of the pearls are called the vertices, and the projection of the line-segments connecting
the centers of consecutive pearls in the necklace are called edges of the diagram. Note that
because d < 4, any two distinct pearls correspond to distinct vertices.
THEOREM 1. For any nontrivial knot K , the minimum breadth of a necklace that forms the
knot K is equal to 2Cp2.
PROOF. Suppose that there is a necklace with breadth less than 2Cp2 that forms a nontrivial
knot K . Then the distance between any two distinct vertices of the diagram is greater than
p
2.
As K is a nontrivial knot, there are two edges that cross each other. Suppose that AB;C D
are such two edges. Then, in the quadrilateral AC B D, one of the interior angles is greater
than or equal to 90. Suppose 6 A  90. As AC > p2 and AD > p2, it follows from the
cosine law that C D > 2, which is a contradiction, because C D is the orthogonal projection
of a line-segment of length 2. Hence the breadth is at least 2Cp2.
As a regular tetrahedron with edge-length 2 can be inscribed in a cube of size
p
2p2p2,
it can be inscribed between a pair of parallel planes with distance
p
2 apart. Hence a quadruplet
of mutually tangent unit balls can be inscribed between a pair of parallel planes with distance
2 Cp2 apart. By the projection into one of the planes, the six line-segments connecting the
centers of the quadruplet go to the four edges of a square of size
p
2p2 and its two diagonals.
(These two diagonals will correspond to a crossing of the picture of the knot K .) Now, let
D be a ‘regular projection’ (a picture) of K . Prepare the same number of quadruplets as the
number of crossings inD, and place them, separating one from the other with ample distance,
between a pair of parallel planes with distance 2 Cp2 apart. Then, it is possible to connect
these quadruplets (crossings), as inD, by chains of unit balls lying between the parallel planes.
Hence we can obtain a necklace of breadth 2Cp2 that forms the knot K . 2
3. A FEW LEMMAS
A knotted flat necklace can be inscribed between a pair of parallel planes H ; H with distance
2Cp2 apart. The diagram of the necklace is the closed polygonal curve obtained by projecting
the string of the necklace orthogonally into, say H . In the diagram of a knotted flat necklace,
the distance between two distinct vertices is at least
p
2, and the distance is equal to
p
2 if





and only if (1) the corresponding two pearls are tangent to each other and (2) one pearl is
tangent to H , and the other is tangent to H . Let us denote by  the vertices corresponding to
the pearls tangent to one plane (H ), and by  the vertices corresponding to the pearls tangent
to the other plane (H ). Then, the edges — and — have length 2, and the edge — has
length
p
2. Further, a pair of crossing edges consisits of a — and a —, and they meet at
their midpoints orthogonally. Hence the convex hull of a pair of crossing edges forms a square
of side
p
2. Let us call this square a crossing-square (simply, a c-square). Note that if two
c-squares share exactly one vertex, then the two diagonals incident to the common vertex lie
on a line as -j--j-.
LEMMA 1. .1/ Let AB; BC be two edges in the diagram of a knotted flat necklace. .i/ If A
is a  and B is a  then 6 ABC  =4. .i i/ If A is a  and C is a  then AC  p14, and the
equality holds only when 6 ABC D  .
.2/ Let ABC D be a quadrilateral with all interior angles  . If AB D C D D a; BC D b
and 6 B C 6 C −  D .> 0/, then
AD2  a2 C .a C b/2 − 2a.a C b/ cos :
PROOF. (1) (i) As p2  AC; p2  BC  2, the vertex C lies in the shaded region of
Figure 2. Hence 6 ABC  45. (ii) The length of AC becomes maximim when the center of
the three pearls are collinear. In this case, AC2 D .2C 2/2 −p22 D 14.
(2) Let us find the minimum value of the square distance AD2 under the condition AB D
C D D a; BC D b and 6 BC 6 C− D  . Let X be the intersection of two lines AB and C D.
Then 6 AX D D  . Let x D B X , y D C X . By the cosine law, we have x2Cy2−2xy cos  D b2
and
AD2 D .x C a/2 C .y C a/2 − 2.x C a/.y C a/ cos 
D x2 C y2 − 2xy cos  C 2a.1− cos /.x C y/C 2a2.1− cos /
D b2 C 2a2.1− cos /C 2a.1− cos /.x C y/:
Hence AD2 takes its minimum when x C y becomes minimum. As x; y  0, x C y takes its
minimum when .x C y/2 D b2 C 2xy.1 C cos / becomes minimum, that is, when xy D 0.
In this case, it follows from the cosine law that AD2 D a2 C .a C b/2 − 2a.a C b/ cos  . 2
The diagram of a knotted flat necklace divides the plane into several regions, one unbounded
and others bounded. The union of
all bounded regions, and all c-squares
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is called the closure of the diagram, and its boundary is called the periphery of the diagram.
Note that the periphery is a polygon, and its edge is not necessarily an edge of the diagram.
It may be a side of a c-square. The vertices on the periphery are called the outer vertices of
the diagram, and the other vertices of the diagram are called the inner vertices of the diagram.
A c-square that has at least one outer vertex is called an outer c-square. Notice that an outer
c-square shares at least one side with the periphery, and that if an outer c-square shares two
sides with the periphery, then the two sides are the opposite sides of the c-square.
LEMMA 2. Suppose that the diagram of a knotted flat necklace has .1/ at least p inner
vertices, .2/ at least q c-squares, and .3/ at least r outer c-squares. Then the number x of the
outer vertices satisfies the following inequality:q
.2.p − q − 1/C x/2 C 8q < 2.x − r/C rp2:
PROOF. For each vertex of the diagram, put a disk of radius
p
2=2 centered at the vertex.
Then any two distinct disks do not overlap. The four disks centered at the vertices of a c-square
leave a region of the shape } uncovered, which has area 2− =2. As the sum of the interior
angles of the periphery is equal to .x − 2/ , the part of the closure of the diagram covered by
the disks centered at the outer vertices has area greater than or equal to .x − 2/=4. Hence the
area of the closure of the diagram is greater than
p=2C .x − 2/=4C q.2− =2/ D .2.p − q − 1/C x/=4C 2q:
Let L denote the length of the periphery. Then by the isoperimetric inequality 4  .area/ 
L2 (see, e.g. [2], VII-8), we have
4 ..2.p − q − 1/C x/=4C 2q/ D .2.p − q − 1/C x/2 C 8q < L2:
As L  2.x − r/C rp2, the lemma follows. 2
LEMMA 3. In the diagram of a knotted flat necklace, the following holds:
.1/ If a pair of c-squares share one side, then the same vertices provide a diagram of a flat
necklace forming the same knot with fewer crossings.
.2/ If an outer c-square shares two sides with the periphery, then the same vertices provide
a diagram of a flat necklace forming the same knot with fewer crossings.
.3/ If the diagram has only one outer c-square, then there is a flat necklace forming the same
knot with fewer pearls.
.4/ If a pair of outer c-squares share one inner vertex, then there is a knotted flat necklace
N with fewer pearls. .If the original knot is a prime knot, then N forms the same prime knot./
PROOF. (1), (2) and (3) follow from Figure 3.
(4) Suppose that ABC D; AE FG are a pair of outer c-squares that share the inner vertex
A. Then C; A; F are collinear, and C; F must be outer vertices. See Figure 4. So, we may
assume that D is an outer vertex, too. Could G be an outer vertex? If so, when we trace the
diagram as G ! E ! : : :, we cannot reach B, a contradiction. Hence E is an outer vertex.
Now, replacing the two edges B D;G E by BG; DE , we obtain the diagrams of two knots
K1; K2, and the original knot is the composition K1#K2. Hence one of them, say K1 is a
nontrivial knot. (Hence, if the original knot is a prime knot, then K2 is a trivial knot, and K1
is the same knot as the original one.) Therefore, there is a flat necklace forming the knot K1
with fewer pearls. 2









4. A KNOTTED FLAT NECKLACE
Now we can prove the following.
THEOREM 2. Every knotted flat necklace has at least 16 pearls, and the trefoil is the only
knot that can be made with 16 pearls.
PROOF. First, we show that any knotted flat necklace has at least 16 pearls.
Among the diagrams of knotted flat necklaces with fewest pearls, consider one that has the
fewest crossings. Then, by Lemma 3, (i) no two c-squares share a side, (ii) any outer c-square
has exactly two outer vertices, (iii) there are at least two outer c-squares, and (iv) no two
outer c-square share an inner vertex. As any diagram of a knotted necklace has at least three
crossings, there are at least six inner vertices. We divide our argument into three cases.
(1) #fouter c-squaresgD 2:
If the diagram has only three crossings, then the diagram must be alternating. Hence any two
c-squares share no vertex, and there are eight inner vertices. If the diagram has more than three
crossings, then there are also at least eight inner vertices. Now, letting p D 8; q D 3; r D 2 in
Lemma 2, the number x of outer vertices satisfiesp
.2.8− 3− 1/C x/2 C 24 < 2.x − 2/C 2p2:








Hence x  9. (This can be easily checked by a hand calculator.) Therefore the number of
pearls is at least 8C 9 D 17 in this case.
(2) #fouter c-squaresg 4:
As no two outer squares share an inner vertex, there are at least eight inner vertices. Applying
the inequality of Lemma 2, we can deduce that there are at least nine outer vertices. Therefore,
the number of pearls is at least 17 in this case.
(3) #fouter c-squaresgD 3:
If the diagram has at least seven inner vertices, then by Lemma 2, we can obtain x  9.
Hence the total number of vertices is at least 16. Suppose that the diagram has exactly six
inner vertices. Then the number of c-squares is three. Let ABC D; P Q RS;W XY Z be the
three c-squares, and suppose that A; B; P; Q;W; X are the outer vertices of these c-squares in
counterclockwise order. As the knot of crossing-number 3 is a trefoil knot, and it is alternating,
we may assume that the vertices A; P;W are , and B; Q; X are . See Figure 5.
Then Y;C; R are  and D; S; Z are . To be an alternating diagram, Y D; C S; RZ must be
the edges of the diagram. Tracing the periphery counterclockwise, there is at least one outer
vertex between B and P . (For otherwise, AQ RD forms a rectangle of p2  3p2, and the
distance between D and R is equal to 3
p
2. Then it follows from DY C Y Z C Z R D 3p2
that Y D C , a contradiction.) Similarly, there is at least one vertex between Q and W , and
between X and A, respectively.
Now, in the closed polygonal curve Y DC S RZ , each edge has length
p
2 and hence any two
of them cannot cross each other. Thus Y DC S RZ forms a hexagon. Among the sums
6 Y C 6 D; 6 C C 6 S; 6 R C 6 Z
of interior angles of this hexagon, suppose that 6 Y C6 D is the minimum. Then as 6 Y C6 D 
4=3, we have  VD 6 XY D C 6 Y D A −   2=3. As the distances DZ ; Y C are at least 2,
the interior angles of the quadrilateral XY D A are all at most  . Hence applying Lemma 1(2),
we have
X A2  p22 C .p2Cp2/2 − 2p2.p2Cp2/ cos ;
and as   2=3, we have X A  p14. If there is just one outer vertex E between X and A,
then by Lemma 1(1), we have 6 X E A D  . On the other hand, in the pentagon ADY X E , the
interior angles at A; X are at least =4, and 6 XY DC 6 Y D A  5=3. As the sum of interior
angles of a pentagon is equal to 3 , the interior angle at E must be less than or equal to
3 − 5=3− =4− =4 D 5=6:
This contradicts that 6 AE X D  . Therefore, there are at least two more outer vertices between
X and A, and hence the total number of outer vertices is at least 10. Hence the number of
vertices of the diagram is at least 16.
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FIGURE 6.
Next, we show that unless the knot is a trefoil, the diagram has at least 17 vertices. It will
be enough to consider the case (3). If the knot is not a trefoil, the diagram has at least four
c-squares. Then it is not difficult to see that there are at least eight inner vertices. Applying
Lemma 2, it follows that there are at least nine outer vertices. Hence the diagram has at least
17 vertices.
Finally, we have to show that there is a flat necklace that forms a trefoil knot with 16 pearls.
Figure 6 shows the diagram of such a necklace. 2
5. NONFLAT NECKLACES
If we drop the condition on the breadth, we can decrease the number of pearls to make a
knot.
THEOREM 3. There is a necklace with 15 pearls that forms a trefoil knot.
PROOF. Take 15 distinct points A; B;C; : : : ;M; N ; O in R3 in the following way (see
Figure 7(left)):
(1) AB FG, BC DH , DE F I , ABG J , BC H K , C DH L , DE I M , E F I N , and F AG O are
nine distinct regular tetrahedra of edge-length 2.
(2) The six points A; B;C; D; E; F lie on the xy-plane (the plane ‘z D 0’).
(3) The three points G; H; I lie on the plane z D 4=p6. (Check that 4=p6 is the height of
a regular tetrahedron with edge-length 2.)
Then it follows that G H D H I D I G D J K D L M D N O D 2. From Figure 7(right),
we can see that the closed polygonal curve
AB H L M E FG J K C DI N O
in R3 forms a trefoil knot, and every line-segment of this curve has length 2. Further, as any
two points are at least distance 2 apart, the cyclic sequence of the unit balls with centers at the
corner-points of this polygonal curve is a necklace with breadth 2C 4=p6 that forms a trefoil
knot. 2
THEOREM 4. If the sizes of the pearls in a necklace are different, a trefoil knot can be made
with 12 pearls.
PROOF. Take 12 distinct points A; B;C; : : : ; J; K ; L in R3 in the following way:
(1) AB DC;C DF E; E F B A are squares of side-length 2, respectively. (Hence, AC E-B DF
is a right triangular prism.)
















(2) G; H; I are centers of the squares AB DC;C DF E; E F B A, respectively. (Then G H I
forms an equilateral triangle with unit side.)
(3) J; K ; L are three points outside the prism AC E-B DF such that J -AB DC , K -C DF E ,
and L-E F B A are pyramids with all edge-lengths 2. (Then we have J G D K H D L I D p2.)
Observe that the closed polygonal curve AJ DH E L BGC K F I forms a trefoil knot. Now,
consider the unit balls centered at A; B;C; D; E; F; J; K ; L and the balls of radius
p
2 − 1
centered at G; H; I . Then, any two of these balls do not overlap, and any two balls whose
centers are consective vertices of the closed polygonal curve are tangent to each other. Hence,
the 12 balls centered at the corner-points of the closed polygon is a necklace that forms a trefoil
knot. 2
6. LINKS
First, we determine the minimum number of pearls to make a Hopf link (D a 2-chain).
THEOREM 5. Twelve pearls are necessary and sufficient to make a Hopf link.
Proof. Suppose that a Hopf link could be made with at most 11 pearls. Then one of the
components has at most five pearls. It is, however, impossible that a necklace goes through
a ring consisting of at most five pearls. To check this, it will be enough to consider a ring
(necklace) consisting of five pearls (unit balls) centered at the vertices of a regular pentagon of
side-length 2 on the xy-plane. Try to put two other unit balls, one over the pentagonal necklace,
one under the necklace, so that they meet at the center of the pentagon. If this is possible,
then, assuming the center of the pentagon is at the origin in R3, the unit ball centered at the
point .0; 0; 1/ does not overlap any of the unit balls centered at the vertices of the pentagon.




the distance from .0; 0; 1/ to a vertex of the regular pentagon is equal tos
1
sin2.=5/
C 1  1:9734
which is less than 2, a contradiction. Hence, 12 pearls are necessary for a Hopf link. On the
other hand, as we can place six unit balls on the table around a unit ball sitting on the table, so
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FIGURE 8.
that the six balls form a necklace, it is clear that 12 pearls are sufficient for a Hopf link. Hence
we have the theorem. 2
Similarly to the knotted flat necklace case, the diagram of a flat collection of necklaces
is obtained by projecting the strings into one of the two planes holding the collection with
distance 2Cp2 apart.
THEOREM 6. To make a flat collection of necklaces forming a k-chain, 8k − 4 pearls are
necessary and sufficient.
PROOF. Let us consider the case k D 3. Let fN1; N2; N3g be a flat collection of necklaces
forming a 3-chain, with N2 the ‘central’ component, and let M1;M2;M3 be the corresponding
closed polygonal curves in the diagram of the collection. First, we are going to show that M2
has at least eight vertices. If we travel along M2 in a direction, we must cross M1 at least twice,
once over, and once under. Similarly, we cross M3 twice. Let u1; u2 be two under-crossing
edges, and o1; o2 be two over-crossing edges of M2. The end-vertices of u1; u2 are ’s and the
end-vertices of o1; o2 are ’s. If the end-vertices of these four edges are all different, then M2
has at least eight vertices. Suppose that M2 has at most seven vertices. Then among the four
edges u1; u2; o1; o2, a pair of edges have to share a vertex. As ui and o j cannot share a vertex,
we may assume that u1; u2 share a vertex. If M2 has only six vertices, then o1; o2 also share a
vertex, and we may suppose that the six edges of M2 appear in the order u1; u2; e1; o1; o2; e2,
where e1 D –, e2 D –. As there is a crossing edge over u2, it can be easily seen that the
angle 6 .u2; e1/ of u2 and e1 is at least =4C =2 D 3=4. Similarly, we have
6 .e1; o1/  3=4; 6 .o2; e2/  3=4; 6 .e2; u1/  3=4:
Hence the sum of the interior angles of the hexagon M2 is at least
 C 3=4C 3=4C  C 3=4C 3=4 D 5:
This is a contradiction, as the sum of interior angles of a hexagon must be 4 . Now, suppose
that M2 has seven vertices A; B;C; D; E; F;G in this order and u1 D AB; u2 D BC . (i) If
o1; o2 do not share a vertex, then we may suppose o1 D DE; o2 D FG, and ABC DE FG
is a heptagon. And the interior angles at A;C; D;G are all  3=4. In this case, we have
E F  DG > AC D 4, a contradiction. (ii) If o1; o2 share a vertex, we may assume that
o1 D DE; o2 D E F . Then 6 ABC D 6 DE F D  , and 6 AC DC 6 C DF  3=4C 3=4 D
3=2. Applying Lemma 1(2) to the quadrilateral AC DF , we have
AF2  42 C .4Cp2/2 − 2  4  .4Cp2/ cos ;
where   3=2 −  D =2, and hence, AF 
p
34C 8p2 > 4. This contradicts that
AF  AG C G F  4. Therefore, M2 has at least eight vertices.
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It follows similarly to the proof of Theorem 5 that M1 and M3 has at least six vertices,
respectively. Hence, at least 6C 8C 6 D 20 D 3 8− 4 pearls are necessary to make a flat
3-chain.
Figure 8 shows two diagrams of flat collections both forming a 3-chain with 20 D 8 3− 4
pearls.
The proof for k  4 follows similarly. 2
It seems that 8k − 4 pearls are necessary to form a (not necessarily flat) k-chain, but we
could not prove it.
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